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Environmental Builders 
Cohort 

by: Gianna Battaglia, Devyn Kershner, Julie 
Peters 

 
Today we interviewed the     

Environmental Builders Comet Cohort.    
We learned a few different opinions      
and the feedback we received was      
awesome! We first asked why Noelle      
Flail chose this cohort and she      
exclaimed that she enjoys the building      
part of it because it makes her think        
and interact with the project. Next we       
asked her about what they do in the        
cohort, and if she likes it. She       
answered with, “We build bridges and I       
truly enjoy it.” Finally, we closed off the        
interview by asking if this what you       
expected the cohort to be like? If not        
why? “Yes, this is what I expected it to         
be like. We build and research      
bridges,” said Noelle. Just before we      
interviewed another student, we asked     
Mrs. Collins (the teacher of the cohort)       
a few different questions. (Article     
continued on page 2)  

 

Students construct a bridge 
using various materials. 

 

Hill students create valentines for children in 
hospitals 

_____________________________________ 

Valentines for Hospitals 
by: Danae Pieters 

Ah, Valentine’s Day, the time of       
the year where there is love in the air,         
there is hope everywhere, and     
everyone cares. Sadly, not everyone     
thinks that they get love, especially      
the sick kids in the hospital.      
Thousands of kids have to fight for       
their lives against horrible illnesses     
and diseases. Spending most of your      
childhood in the hospital is something      
you would never forget.  

This is why our school has taken        
some time to make those kids some       
Valentine’s Day cards to let them      
know that there are other children      
who care about them. We all hope for        
the best for these kids - today and        
everyday. Happy Valentine’s Day!   

Ecology Technology 
by: Addison Springer and Miranda Fuchs 

 
On Monday January 22, 2018 we       

interviewed Mr. Forlano, and some of      
the students in Ecology Technology. 

The first question we asked was:       
What does this cohort teach kids? Mr.       
Forlano answered: “This cohort    
teaches the kids how to use their       
creativity and how to use survival      
skills when in certain situations.” 

The next question we asked was:       
What do you like about teaching this       
cohort? Mr. Forlano answered:    
“Seeing what the kids come up with in        
Minecraft , and what their creativity      
and imaginations come up with.” 

The first question we asked some of        
the students was: What is the best       
part of this cohort? They all answered:       
“Playing with my friends and getting to       
play minecraft.” 

The next question we asked some of        
the students was: What do you think       
would improve this cohort? They     
answered: “If it wasn’t so glitchy”.      
They also answered: “If we get to do        
what we want instead of themes.”  

Another answer they gave us was:       
“Nothing, it’s the best!” The last      
question that we asked them was: If       
you didn’t say you wanted to be in this         
cohort would you change your mind      
now that you have experienced it?      
Why or why not? They answered:      
“Yes; it is actually fun.” Also, “No; I        
don’t know how to use the program.” 
In conclusion, we learned that most      
people love this cohort! (See picture,      
left)  
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(Environmental Builders  
continued from page 1) We first      
asked her what her favorite part      
about the cohort was and she told       
us “They do hands on things.”  
Just after that we asked Mrs.      
Collins Do you think the students      
enjoy this cohort? “Yes, because     
students beg to be in this cohort and        
they are engaged and motivated,” she      
answered with pride. Lastly, we asked      
what her goal was for the students by        
the end of the cohort. She finally       
exclaimed, “To have a great     
understanding of environmental   
influence on bridges and structures.”  
 Next we interviewed Liam Finnegan.  
The first question we asked was what       
he wanted to do by the end of the         
cohort. He answered with “I would like       
to build a houseboat.” Another     
question was on a scale of 1 to 10 how          
much do you like this cohort. “Seven,       
because I like how I can use my        
imagination, but I would like more      
materials,” he replied with. Finally we      
wrapped it up with “Does the cohort       
feel like school, or fun in school?” “It        
feels more like school, because it is a        
project,” he answered. A few thing we       
picked up on what they do is they were         
building elegant bridges out of pasta      
and hot glue. They even made truss       
bridges out of popsicle sticks. That      
concludes our interview with the     
builders!  

Students in Mrs. Collins’ Cohort work 
together to build a bridge! 

 

Continue reading for a look into 
more cohorts! 

 
 

  Sports 

_____________________________________ 

2018 Playoffs 
by: Sean Kirwin and Michael Pereira Ruiz 
_____________________________________ 

Which team do you think is going to         
be in the Superbowl? I can imagine       
being in one of those seats of NFL        
just seeing the football soar across      
my face. Let's find out. So far the        
playoffs had been tight with 8 out of        
the 12 teams that did not make the        
playoffs last year. The Philadelphia     
Eagles had been doing well all      
season. We will have to see if they        
stay like that now with Nick Foles       
starting instead of Carson Wentz out      
with a torn ACL. For Wildcard      
Weekend of the playoffs, there were 4       
games. There was the Falcons v.s      
Rams, Chiefs v.s Titans, Bills v.s      
Jaguars, and Saints v.s Panthers.     
The Falcons made the #6 seed in the        
NFC and played the #3 Seed Rams.       
The game started strong for the      
Falcons with mighty Matt Ryan     
leading the Falcons. Later on in the       
game everybody thought that the     
Rams were making a come- back with       
their QB as Jared Goff, but the       
Falcons pulled it out with a score of        
26-13 Falcons.  

When the Chiefs played the Titans,       
everybody probably thought that the     
game was going to be a blow-out in        
favor of the Chiefs early on in the        
game. Marcus Mariota stayed strong     
and came back from losing by 18       
points. The end of the game score       
was 21-22 in favor of the Titans. It        
was a low scoring game for the Bills        
and Jaguars with a score of 10-3.       
Most people thought with a QB like       
Blake Bortles, the Jaguars would not      
win, but they did.  Finally the last  

 

 
Super Bowl LII will take place on Sunday, 

February 4, 2018. 

 

“We all we got! We all we       
need!”~Philadelphia Eagles 

 
game of the Wildcard Weekend with      
two teams that have been battling it       
out all season with the Panthers and       
Saints. It was a very close game but        
Drew Brees and his team were able to        
pull it off with a score of 21-24.  

All the games in Wildcard      
Weekend were very close and came      
down to the last minute. We will have        
to see if it is the same in the Super          
Bowl. My personal favorite was the      
Eagles vs. Falcons. That game was      
very close with the Eagles’ defense      
shutting down Matt Ryan by only a       
couple of points. On the other hand,       
the Falcons defense shut the Eagles      
out too, but the Eagles managed to       
get 5 more points than the Falcons at        
the end of the game 15-10 eagles       
won! The next amazing game was      
the Jaguars beating the Steelers with      
a score of 45-42. Everybody thought      
that the Steelers would win but that       
did not happen. The game was very       
high scoring game and the Steelers      
only lost by a field goal.  

The third game of this weekend       
was Patriots versus the Titans. Most      
people knew who was going to win       
this. In the beginning the game was       
tight, but soon the game was already       
in the Patriots’ hands with a score of        
35-14.  (Article continued on page 3) 
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Survival of the Fittest 
Cohort 

By: Miranda Fuchs and Addison Springer 
 

 

On Monday January 22, 2018, we      
interviewed Mr. Kreps, Mrs.    
Woronicak, and some of the students      
in the “Survival of the Fittest”      
cohort.The first few questions we     
asked were for Mr. Kreps and Mrs.       
Woronicak. One of the questions we      
asked the teachers was: “What do you       
like about teaching this cohort?” Mrs.      
Woronicak said,”I like how it involves      
physical fitness and creativity.” Mr.     
Kreps said, “I like to see the ingenuity        
of the students.” 

The second question we asked them       
was, “What does this cohort teach      
kids?” They responded with, “They     
learn how to adapt and work with only        
materials available to them. Also, they      
learn teamwork and strategic thinking.” 

Then we started asking some of the        
kids questions. The first question we      
asked them was: If you didn’t say you        
wanted to be in this cohort would you        
change your mind now that you have       
experienced it? Why or why not? The       
answer we mostly received was, “Yes,      
it is fun because you get to play and         
spend time with our friends and be       
creative!”  

Going along with asking the kids       
questions, we also asked them in what       
ways could the cohort be improved.      
Most students responded that they     
would like to pick their teams, use       
actual gym equipment, and not have to       
make their own obstacle courses. 
  The last and final question we asked 
the students was: What is the best part  

of this cohort? The kids said “Working       
as a team, doing other peoples’      
obstacle courses, and getting out of      
doing classwork.” 
  Overall, the students really enjoy 
“Survival of the Fittest”. 
 

Marvelous Murals 
by: Danae Pieters 

 
Today I interviewed two girls in the        

Murals Cohort. I interviewed    
Chrisanna H. and Catherine W. I      
asked them a lot of questions and       
they answered them just fine. The      
mural project that students are     
currently working on for this school      
year is painting the stairway with      
positive trait words. The girls were      
both asked the same questions and      
they had pretty similar answers. 

For instance, I asked them if      
they enjoy being in their cohort. They       
both replied with “yes” straight away. I       
also asked them what they like about       
this cohort, and Chrisaana replied, “I      
like that it is simple and educational.”       
Catherine answered, “I like everything     
about the cohort.” Then I asked them       
if they disliked anything about their      
cohort. Chrisanna mentioned that she     
doesn’t dislike her cohort, and     
Catherine replied that she doesn't like 

Several students painting in the 
back stairwell. 

 
the messy paint. I asked them some       
more questions 
 (Article continued on page 3)  

(NFL Continued from page 2) 
The last game was the Vikings and       
Saints. The game was already out of       
reach for the Saints, but they      
managed to come back. The Saints      
player missed a tackle which cause      
Stefon Diggs to win the game.  
The final weekend for the playoffs      
was very surprising.  

The Philadelphia Eagles were     
playing the best defense. Even     
though they were the best defense      
the eagles were able to score 38       
points on them.The only score for the       
Vikings was in the beginning of the       
game .The score of NFC Finals was       
38-7 and the Eagles are going to the        
superbowl. The AFC finals had 2      
good teams playing the Jaguars and      
Patriots. The Jaguars were leading     
the game at halftime, but after that the        
Patriots made a come-back. They     
ended the game with the Patriots      
going to the Superbowl with a score of        
24-20 so close.In January 21, 2018      
The Patriots and Eagles won the      
championship. They will be making     
there way to the Superbowl.  

Who do think is going to win?        
According to facts, Patriots made their      
way to the Superbowl for about 9       
years now. The Eagles made it to the        
Superbowl about 4 times. The     
Patriots and Eagles have a 50 percent       
chance to win. 
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_____________________________________ 

Editorials 

_____________________________________ 
Why Dance is a Sport 

By: Anna Sisca  
  
In this  
generation, 
dance is a   
sport that is   
completely 

underestimated. Most people think of     
dance as when there are little girls       
prancing around in pink tutus. I think of        
dance very differently, though. Of     
course I believe dance is a sport, but it         
is also an art. It is something I do to          
express myself, but also to exercise. 

To me dance is an art because of         
the imagination dancers and dance     
teachers have. They can express their      
emotions or stories through their     
movements, the music, and    
expressions they use in a dance. I       
asked Ava Calloway what she thought      
about dance as a sport or an art.        
“Dance is an art because when people       
watch you it’s not about competition, it       
is about making a good performance      
for the people watching and making it       
beautiful.“ 

Dance is a sport because we have        
to hold all of our body weight on our         
toes. We have to keep our toes       
pointed, arms perfect, and legs     
straight, all while keeping our balance.      
For some skills, we have to keep       
practicing and practicing, just like you      
do in any other sport. I asked Katie        
Sabo if she thinks dance is a sport or         
an art. “I’d say it’s both because dance        
has a (Article continued on page 5)       
certain feel to it that it can be an art,          
but a sport at the same time.” 

 

(Murals continued from page 3) like,      
“What would you change about this      
cohort?”  
They had a pretty good answer to the        
question and they both said the same       
thing - they both said “Nothing!” Now       
I asked them what they would keep       
the same about this cohort. For this       
question, they said completely    
different things. Chrisanna answered,    
“I would keep the fact that you can        
socialize and that it is fun and       
educational.” Catherine just straight    
out said, “Everything!” They    
responded with mostly the same     
answers, so to quote both girls, “Work       
at art and socialize, painting, drawing,      
and being with my friends.” Everyone      
knows if you have a favorite part of        
something you most definitely have a      
least favorite part but these girls      
didn’t.  

Lastly, I asked them if they would        
recommend this cohort to anyone and      
they gave the most common answer      
“yes!”  

While interviewing these girls,    
I liked how enthusiastic they were with       
their answers. Interviewing them was     
quite the pleasure. 
 

Homeschool vs. School 
By: Luciana Pasquarello  

  
In my opinion, I believe that       

traditional school is better than being      
homeschooled. In an actual school     
you have friends that you can interact       
with all day. At school you may not be         
able to get up whenever you want…       
but you can learn with new teachers       
and new classes each year. 

In homeschool, you may not     
have to ask to get out of your seat. If          
you want to get a snack, you most        
likely won’t have to ask depending on       
your parents’ rules. When you’re     
homeschooled, you might not have as  

many friends outside your    
neighborhood. The only other friends     
you may have are the friends in extra        
curricular activities. 

In my opinion, I think that      
going to school is much better than       

being homeschooled.   

 
_____________________________________ 

Entertainment 

_____________________________________ 
 

Tell Me Book Review 
By: Anna Sisca 

 
Tell Me   

is an  
exciting, 
suspenseful 
book with  
an 
interesting 
plot and  
humorous 
main 
character, 
Anna. It is   
written by  
Joan Bauer.  
I read it   

about five times because of how      
much I enjoyed it. The story begins       
with Anna, a young girl who lives in        
Philadelphia. She has a passion for      
acting and is an amazing singer. Her       
parents’ marriage was struggling and     
she had to stay at her Aunt Mim’s        
house in Virginia. While she visits,      
(Review  continued on page 5)  
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“Wonder” the Movie 
By: Chloe McLaverty  

The movie   
“Wonder” 
was very  
emotional, 
but I believe   
that this  
movie 
deserved 5  
stars. This  
movie was  
about a  
deformed kid  
named 
August. “Auggie” was homeschooled    
by his mom because she didn’t want       
him to start public school, but in the        
5th grade he started. With many      
people having differences and others     
with different opinions, many things     
could go wrong. Many people made      
fun of Auggie and he would come       
home crying. Auggie had made many      
friends and some fake friends. The      
novel takes readers on a journey      
through Auggie’s experience with    
friendship and how difficult middle     
school can be! 
 

Healthy Strawberry 
Banana Frozen Yogurt 

By: Katie Sabo 
____________________________ 

For everyone out there trying to be 
healthy, here is an easy and delicious 

recipe that takes approximately 2 
hours! 

Ingredients 

● 3 Cups of Frozen Strawberries 
● 3 Frozen Bananas 
● ⅔ cup of plain Greek Yogurt 
● Fresh chopped strawberries 

(optional) 
Step 1: Mix the frozen fruit and yogurt 
into a food processor until smooth. 

“Inside Out” Movie 
Review 

By: Hellen Ortiz  
Summary: Riley is an eleven year old       
girl who has moved from Minnesota to       
San Francisco. Riley’s emotions- Joy,     
Anger, Fear, Disgust, and Sadness try      
to help her through it. Suddenly, Joy       
and Sadness get swept to back of       
Riley’s mind. Since Joy and Sadness      
are now lost, Disgust, Fear, and      
Anger must now manage    
Headquarters until Sadness and Joy     
come back.  
My Review: I think that this is one of         
the best movies I have ever watched!       
Even though it came out a long time        
ago, it has an amazing plot line and        
you can relate to the main character if        
you’ve ever moved. Inside Out makes      
you learn that being sad is an       
essential part to life and that it’s not a         
bad thing to feel gloomy once in a        
while. I would definitely recommend     
this movie to anyone who loves      
animation movies.  

    

________________ 
Step 2: Spread the mixture onto an “8 
x 8” glass baking dish. 
Step 3: Sprinkle with fresh 
strawberries (optional) 
Step 4: Cover and freeze for 2 hours 
Step 5: Take out of freezer and enjoy! 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

(“Tell Me” continued from page 4) 
there is a huge flower festival going       
on there. She signs up to perform in        
the parade for the festival. When she       
was rehearsing for the parade, she      
saw a girl with huge, frightened eyes.       
Who was she? She needed help, fast.       
What happened to the girl with the       
frightened eyes? Read Tell Me to find       
out! 
 

A Dog’s Way Home 
By: Kiera Mercer  

A Dog’s Way Home by W. Bruce        
Cameron is very inspiring. It really      
touches your heart. If you love dogs       
as much as I do, then you would        
definitely like this book. This book is       
extremely sad though. You probably     
will cry, or at least get tears to your         
eyes. This dog named Bella gets lost       
and winds up with this mountain lion       
named Big kitten.They become best     
friends. But they have to seperate for       
a while. They then find themselves      
again, and Big Kitten saves Bella’s      
life. I won’t tell you how though. You        
have to find out yourself. In the       
middle-end, there was this homeless     
man named Axel. He took her and       
gave her a nice home. They had to        
live outside. But something happened,     
it was very sad. Bella was trapped in        
a very bad situation, she almost      
starved and died. These boys came      
by on their bikes and saved the dog.        
Bella 
might 
have or  
might 
have not  
found her  
owner, 
you have  
to read to   
see what  
happens 
with 
Bella’s long journey through the     
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DIY Ice Cream In-A-Bag 
By Katie Sabo 

____________________________ 
● 3 Cups of Ice Cubes 
● 1 cup of half and half 

milk 
● 1/2 teaspoon of vanilla 

extract 
● 1/2 cup Kosher Salt 
● 2 tbsp of sugar 
● 2 ziploc bags: 1 gallon 

and one pint-sized 
● Any other ice cream 

toppings 
1: Measure the Ingredients 
Combine the half and half, sugar, and 
vanilla extract into the pint sized bag. 
Squeeze the air out of the bag and 
seal it TIGHTLY. 
2: Prepare Ice Bag 
Fill the gallon bag halfway with ice 
cubes and sprinkle the kosher salt 
over the ice. 
3: Seal the Bags 
Insert the pint-sized bag into the ice 
bag and seal, squeezing all air out of 
the bag. If the bag starts to leak, try 
double-bagging it. 
4: Shake It! 
Now it’s time for the fun part! Shake it, 
knead it, and roll it for 5-10 minutes. 
Feel the small bag once in a while to 
check the consistency. Once satisfied 
with the texture, take out of ice bag. 
5: Dip it! 
Get a bowl of cold water and dip the 
pint-sized bag into the water for about 
3 seconds. This gets the salt off of the 
rim of the Ziploc bag, preventing the 
ice cream from becoming salty when 
you open it. 
6: Enjoy! 
Now it’s time to enjoy your creation! 
Add your optional ice cream toppings! 
You can also experiment with different 
things to replace the vanilla! Don’t 
forget to clean up after you eat! 
 
 

Almond Cookies 
By: Isabella Ross 

___________________________
_ 

 
1. ½ cup butter, softened 
2. ½ cup white sugar  
3. 1 egg 
4. 1 and 1/4 cups all purpose 

flour  
5. ½ cup ground almonds  
6. 2 teaspoons almond extract  

  

Directions  
1. Preheat the oven to 

400 degrees F.  
2. In a large bowl, 

cream butter and 
sugar. Beat in egg, 
almond extract, and 
almonds. Gradually 
mix in the flour until 
well blended. 

3. Bake for 5 to 8 
minutes until lightly 
browned. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

toughest times of her life. I really hope        
you read and like “A Dog's Way       
Home.”  

_____________________ 

Willow and 
the Lightning 

A short story by Addison 
Springer 

BAM! It finally hit her! No literally it hit 
her. It had felt like months, even though 
it had only been days, since her mom 
died. A rush of pain ran through her 
whole body. It was her turn she thought. 
But wait! The pain stopped. She fell to 
the ground not feeling anything. 
Thinking “Will I survive?” 
 

Willow layed there for another 
hour not knowing what to do. Could she 
scream? She hadn’t tried since the 
lightning bolt hit her. She tried. Nothing, 
nothing at all. All she could do is sit there 
to die. 
 

Willow took consideration of 
her circumstances. She consulted with 
herself. Willow felt like it was her destiny 
to leave right after her mom. She didn’t 
want to reveal that she didn’t want to go 
yet, but she knew she had to. Her 
expectations were low now. She felt the  
presence of someone, but she was 
unsure. That is when it came, the rush of 
footsteps. 

* 
 

When she finally awoke she was 
in a white nightgown type thing she had 
never seen it before. There was a rush of 
light. Where am I? she wondered. A figure 
moved across the room. The figure was 
tall and thin they had a bun it looked a lot 
like… she gasped “Mom?” the figure came 
rushing over. “No sweetie.” the figure 
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awkward pause. “Aunt Rachel?” she 
stepped more towards me. “ I have been 
so worried what have you been doing at 
that old weeping willow?”   

 
I started crying. “It’s not old. You 

know that is where mom is getting buried 
tomorrow.” I said half crying. “Yesterday.” 
Said Aunt Rachel timidly. “What?” I said 
confused. “Honey you were out cold all of 
yesterday and most of today.” there was a 
brief pause as she took a breath. “It is 
8:30. P.M.” she said. “You need to get 
some rest. Good night.” 

 
When I woke up the next 

morning the doctor said I will be ok. He 
said to take it easy. When Aunt Rachel 
came the next morning she was shocked 
to hear that I was allowed to go home. 
“Are you nuts?” she had said. Finally she 
agreed to take me home. When we got 
home my cousins Paige and Peyton were 
climbing all over me. Then suddenly 
Peyton said “What is on your leg Willow?” 
then the room fell silent. I looked down a 
chill ran down my leg as Aunt Rachel let 
out a bloodcurdling scream. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
See pages 8 and 9 for 

puzzles! 

said in a familiar voice “It’s me.” there 
was an  
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Help Steve find his diamonds. 
 

-Michael Pereira Ruiz 
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